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Adventuring in Eschalon is like having a look back at such classic RPGs as the renowned Ultima series. While not as
comprehensive and not without quirks and a few dubious design decisions, anyone who's enjoyed the old classics should
welcome the non-linear and explorative gameplay style offered here.

Eschalon: Book I offers a good selection of stats and skills for customising your protagonist. It's a good idea to read up a bit on
character builds before creating your character. If you focus on the wrong characteristics for your character, you could get in
trouble.

Story and dialogue takes a back seat to turn-based, die-rolling combat and exploration, with plenty of old-fashioned dungeon-
crawling to boot!. A funn and silly little clicker game. Definetly worth the money considering the time it takes to complete it..
This add-on is nowhere as bad as other peoples seems to imply. It is however grossly overpriced, like all DT DLCs. Grab it
when on sale at 50% and you shouldn't be disappointed.
It requires some skill to drive properly, as the engine has a tendency to wheel-slip more easily than other engines, when the
reverser is not handled with enough care. Some are complaining that its difficult to keep pressure in the boiler at higher speeds,
but again, careful use of the regulator and reverser is needed.
I hesitated to buy this add-on as it has received mostly negative reviews, but I don't regret my purchase. As long as you're aware
that this is an old DLC, with an old reused sound set, and lacks all the features of a more recent and more advanced one, and as
long as you buy it at reduced price, you should find it to be OK.. I can't recommend this game sorry. The RNG is just
waaaaaaaay too annoying, for some stupid reason when you attack an enemy you are garunteed to take damage (even if you
would kill them). Theres is tons of grinding (for gold, blueprints and gems that give permanent stat upgrades). Drumroll
please.......some enemies steal your stuff WHEN THEY DIE. Sorry if this review comes off as very bitter but I just went
through 34 floors of an Act 3 Dungeon and upon entering the 35th the boss didn't spawn. Effectively making progress
impossible...ON THE LAST FLOOR.

EDIT: I beated the Last Level and Boss using its own ridiculous RNG against it.. Enjoyable local multiplayer with grenades
only. I haven't had a chance to see all the different game modes yet, but the main one is pretty solid if you have a few friends
over.

Soundtrack stays with you long after you played, you'll find yourself humming it :)
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Sacra Terra: Angelic Night is a HOG that sticks to the tried and tested supernatural theme that the genre is addicted to. You
wake up in a hospital bed to find the complex you are in has been taken over by demons based on the seven deadly sins, and
with the help of the murdered daughter of the administrator who now just happens to be an angel, you have to defeat the
demons one by one.

The Good.
The story is pretty strong and keeps you interested.
The cutscenes are excellent, and there are lots of them.
The visual style and graphics are high definition and amongst the best for the genre.
The soundtrack and audio are perfect and don't distract.
There's a bonus chapter (although it doesn't add much to the story and feels tacked on)
The bonus chapter is 90% new locations, HO scenes and puzzles. Only the first two rooms are reused.
The game is very cheap and has trading cards.
The map is detailed and there are a lot of locations to visit.
It's not too short or too long.

The Bad.
There's no fast travel. The map will tell you where there are actions that need to be completed, but you need to manually travel
there .. and that can mean traveling through up to eight scenes, and then having to travel back.
The story is very good, but a lot of the details aren't revealed through the gameplay, as they only appear in your journal. For
example, at the very end of the game, I killed the final demon with an object, but didn't know why that object was fatal to them,
checking the journal explained why.
The puzzles are on the easy side.
There are a lot of HO scenes (bordering on too many) and a lot of those scenes are reused multiple times. I really don't like
when I'm close to completing a task or puzzle and then the last object or piece magically shows up in a HO scene that has
appeared in a location you have been though multiple times, and this game does it a lot.

Overall, I think this is a very strong HOG. It's nothing you haven't seen before, but it does it well. Considering the price, I have
no hesitation in recommending it for the four or more hours it will take to complete.. the game is so good very well made
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i was paid for the key of the game to say this comment. A fun little physics game. You start out with a floating bundle of cubes,
and then proceed to throw balls at them until they break. I think it might be some sort of metaphor for my high school years.
 When hit most cubes will shatter in a shower of voxels, which will in turn cascade down and possibly cause more damage. Your
goal is to get rid of all the floating elements with a limited number of balls.
 As the game goes on you get cubes and balls of different colors, which behave in different ways, and on some levels you get the
ability to arrange the board to facilitate your virtual vandalism.
 And it’s really satisfying! The sight of cube fragments interacting against each other and other elements never really gets old,
and that’s as fine as any reward a computer game could give. Most of the puzzles are very simple, though some on the last
stretch require a bit of thinking (or a lot of trial and error).
 You can only throw at fixed angles, so it’s not too fiddly - though being physics-based, a little unpredictability is unavoidable. If
it sounds at all like your sort of thing, it’s an easy recommendation at slightly less than a quid (or whatever heathen money is
used outside of the empire).. Boor is a bore.

This game wishes it was Fez, or Inside, or Limbo. I can see that the developers were shooting for the stars, but Boor lacks the
puzzles and the atmosphere that made the games it imitates, great.

Skip unless you truly love puzzle platformers.. It's pretty good. Also made by a retard dev team. ITS♥♥♥♥♥♥ALL I GET IS A
BLACK SCREEN AND I CAN MOVE AND DRIVE BUT I CANT SEE WHERE IAM GOING DONT GET IT WAS OF
MONEY ITS♥♥♥♥♥♥AF. Install the patch!
Required purchase if you like femboys. You play as a masculine guy and femboys want your D.
It's more of a kinetic novel than a "game." That said I enjoyed it greatly. Funny writing, funny characters and characters you
care about. Good, interesting setup for a sequel.

Pros:
Great art
Great voice acting
Great writing
Genuinely funny
Good music
No bugs\/performs well
Fluffy tail
Hinowa

Cons:
Some of the sexy time sounds could be better quality.
Sometimes the voices have pops
Minor typos, but rare
Mosaic censoring, but they can't do anything about that.
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